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Public cloud services in Germany have been an important factor in the development  

of the German economy, not only since the Corona pandemic. Together with the  

analysts of umlaut we have tested for you which services are best suited for business 

and profession.  ■ STEFAN SCHASCHE

Cloud-Services  
for business

BUSINESS-CLOUDS IN TEST 

The cloud is booming, as the latest issue of 
the Bitkom Cloud Monitor clearly shows. 
According to this study from last summer, 
73 percent of all German companies with 
20 or more employees are now using cloud 
computing, and 35 percent are using pub-
lic clouds such as the five we looked at in 
detail in this comparative test. The advan-
tages of public clouds in the business en-
vironment are obvious: There is no need to 
buy and maintain your own storage media; 
instead, additional storage space is simply 
rented when needed or, when it is no lon-
ger needed, rented storage space is termi-
nated. At the same time, the use of a cloud 
service enables high mobility for emplo-
yees or family members, who can access 
the stored data from almost anywhere and 
at any time. Cloud services are also usually 

fast, and availability often exceeds what an 
in-house IT department or even an emer-
gency solution of a single office cooked on 
a low flame is able to provide. According 
to the study, the most important criterion 
for selecting a cloud service is, incidentally, 
compliance with the DSGVO, closely follo-
wed by a transparent security architecture. 
Anyone using public cloud services there-
fore wants to be able to rely on the security 
of the stored data being guaranteed at all 
times. There are solid reasons for this: Ac-
cording to the Bitkom study, one in three of 
the companies surveyed store critical busi-
ness information on the servers of public 
cloud services, almost half store customer 
data or other personal data there, and two 
out of three secure communication data 
such as e-mails there. Consequently, se-

curity aspects are also at the forefront of 
this comparative test, because without a 
high level of security, all other criteria lose 
significantly in importance. After all, what 
good is a cheap offer if the cloud provider 
disregards basic security precautions that 
make a data leak more likely and endanger 
the entrusted data? Incidentally, like many 
private individuals, most companies with 
more than 20 main reason for this is the 
use of specific services with certain provi-
ders, but the use of several providers is also 
a good idea for redundancy. The probability 
that it will not be possible to access data 
stored with two independent providers at 
the same time is probably close to zero. In 
our view, it is therefore often a good idea for 
professional users to use not just one, but 
two or even three different cloud services. 

For this comparative test, we looked at the 
five providers with the highest penetration 
in Germany. On the following pages you can 
find out who is at the to.
p of the test.

Dropbox Business

Like many other cloud services, Dropbox is 
based in the USA and hosts its private data 
there. The situation is similar for business 
tariffs: Normally, the data is located on US 
servers; however, for some business cus-
tomers, storage space is also available in 
Germany. Business customers pay 12 euros 
per month in the Standard business tariff 
and receive five TB of storage space in re-
turn. In addition, there is an Advanced tariff 
for EUR 18 per month with unlimited sto-
rage capacity, which is, however, only made 
available step by step from three TByte on 
demand. All data on Dropbox‘s business 
servers is encrypted with AES-256-bit, the 
data transfer is done with SSL/TLS encryp-
tion. Furthermore, the easy-to-use Dropbox 
provides version history and 180-day data 
recovery. As easy as the Dropbox is to use, 
it has a shortcoming in terms of integrity. In 
shared computers, for example in an Inter-
net café, later users of the computer could 
access the file name, e-mail address and 
other data of the previous user by simply 
going back in the browser if the previous 
user had used the Dropbox. Dropbox custo-
mers should therefore always log out of the 
dropbox completely and close the browser 
before leaving the computer.

Google G Suite
In addition to cloud storage, Google‘s G Sui-
te also includes a whole range of business 
tools for creating documents, tables, forms, 
presentations and much more, which are 
particularly suitable for working together in 
teams and also show their strengths in this 
area. So the Google G Suite is a competitor 
to Microsoft 365 Business. The G Suite Basic 
offers 30 GBytes of storage space and cur-
rently costs 4.68 euros per user per month. 
For 9.36 euros, the Business tariff offers un-
limited storage, but this is reduced to one 
TByte per user for five or fewer users. In 
addition, there is an Enterprise tariff for 23 
euros per user and month with the same 
conditions in terms of storage space, but 
with far more in-depth security features. In 
both the Business and Enterprise tariffs, the 
administrator can determine whether the 
data should be stored in the USA or in Eu-
rope. This is not possible in the Basic tariff, 

       Test procedures Cloud services

The analysts of umlaut test and eva-
luate the cloud services in our compa-
rative test in four different categories, 

in which there are 20 and 30 points to be gained 
respectively. Candidates in the business cloud 
comparison test can thus score a maximum of 
100 points. All tests are passive and non-intrusive.

Authentication (max. 30 points)
This is about the security of the authentica-
tion. We test if the web app sufficiently protects 
against brute force attacks, if a secure password 
reset is implemented and if there is a 2-factor au-
thentication.

Integrity (max. 30 points)
This category deals with the evaluation of autho-
rization mechanisms. For example, it is examined 
whether an attacker can use insecure session IDs 
for attacks or intercept or manipulate session 
cookies.

Securing the data flow (max. 20 points)
Anyone who uses secure encryption mechanisms, 
uses secure server certificates and only transmits 
data in encrypted form scores points here. 

Website protection (max. 20 points)
Our evaluation methodology checks whether, like 
web applications, secure headers are transmitted 
to the client side and do not reveal valuable infor-
mation to attackers.

Basically the test field can be 
divided into two categories: 
On the one hand there are 
the normal cloud providers 
and on the other hand those 
who connect cloud storage 
with office tools. Those who 
work on projects as a team 
and need various programs 
to do so will do well with 
the offers of Google and 
Microsoft. For comparatively 
little money, there is an all-
round package with rental 
software, which would cost 
a small fortune if purchased. 
My favorite for pure cloud 
services would be Ionos 
HiDrive, which offers a lot of 
security. Unfortunately only 
the first year is cheap, after 
that the offer becomes quite 
expensive.

Expert opinion

Stefan 
Schasche, 
Autor 
PC Magazin

The G Suite shows its 
strengths especially 

when working together 
in groups. It is rather 

not worthwhile for 
individual users.

The business version 
and the private version 
of Dropbox do not differ 
in appearance. The 
differences are under 
the hood.
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Cloud-Dienste
Supplier MICROSOFT IONOS GOOGLE TELEKOM DROPBOX

Product 365 Business Basic HiDrive G Suite MagentaCloud XL Business

Test results  
at a glance

Storage 1 TByte 1 TByte 30 GByte 1 TByte 5 TByte

Price 4,20 Euro / per month 5 Euro / per month 4,68 Euro / per month 9,95 Euro / per month 12 Euro / per month

Internet products.office.com www.ionos.de gsuite.google.com www.magentacloud.de www.dropbox.com

Overall rating 
                    -Testurteil

95 Points 
very good

94 Points 
very good

91 Points 
very good

87 Points 
very good

83 Points 
good

Price performance very good good very good sufficient poor

Technical details

Capacity 1 TByte / 1 TByte + DesktopSW 1 TByte / 2 TByte 30 GByte / unlimited 1 TByte / 5 TByte 5 TByte / unlimited

Price per year 50,40 Euro / 122,40 Euro 60 Euro / 120 Euro 56,16 Euro / 112,32 Euro 119,40 Euro / 479,40 Euro 144 Euro / 216 Euro

Apps Mac / PC / iOS / Android Mac / PC / iOS / Android over Browser Mac / PC / iOS / Android Mac / PC / iOS / Android

data encryption AES 256-bit AES 128-bit AES 128-bit End-to-End AES 256-bit

Server location Europe Germany Europe Germany USA (Germany as exception)

2-factor authentication ✔ ✔ ✔ – ✔

Authentication (30 max.) 27 Points 26 Points 22 Points 21 Points 24 Points

Quality in % 90 Percent 87 Percent 73 Percent 70 Percent 80 Percent

Integrity (30 max.) 30 Points 30 Points 30 Points 30 Points 22 Points

Quality in % 100 Percent 100 Percent 100 Percent 100 Percent 73 Percent

Data flow protection (20 max.) 18 Points 19 Points 19 Points 18 Points 18 Points

Qualität in Prozent 90 Percent 95 Percent 95 Percent 90 Percent 90 Percent

Website protection (20 max.) 20 Points 19 Points 20 Points 18 Points 19 Points

Quality in % 100 Percent 95 Percent 100 Percent 90 Percent 95 Percent

Others

Advantages High security, functions Location Germany, security Many functions, security Location Germany A lot of storage space

Disadvantages Only for larger teams Price doubling from 2nd year Low password requirements No 2-factor authentication Impersonation problems

Conclusion

Larger companies with
many employees find here 
the suitable tool for
the cooperation. The
price is, in view of the
Offered cheap.

HiDrive from Ionos is a
very attractive offer for 
secure storage space on 
servers in the domestic 
market. Unfortunately the
Prize in the second year.

The G Suite provides a
extensive service portfolio
for lone fighters and for 
teams. Much Memory 
space is only available in 
the more expensive version.

The MagentaCloud XL is
relatively expensive.
A no-go, especially in
business area, is the
missing 2-factor authen-
tication.

With Dropbox there is a lot
Storage space for money.
Minor security problems
and the server-Location 
USA are disadvantages
of this provider.
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TESTSIEGER

The interface of 
Hi-Drive is clearly 
arranged and also 
very easy to use for 
beginners.

The popular Teams program is also part of Office 365 Business 
Essentials.

The interface and 
buttons of Magenta-
Cloud are very clearly 
arranged.

as well as in the various private tariffs for 
Google Drive. While the G Suite is convin-
cing in the other categories, the service only 
receives 22 of 30 possible points during au-
thentication. The main factor is the rather 
low requirement for the passwords used, 
which only have to consist of eight charac-
ters and can also be used in other Google 
services. 

IONOS HiDrive

Ionos by 1&1 is the name of the hosting and 
cloud computing business of 1&1, based in 
Montabaur, Rhineland-Palatinate. HiDrive 
in turn is the name of the company‘s cloud 
service, which offers the Business and Pro 
rates for business customers. The former 
offers a TByte of storage space at an an-
nual price of initially 60 euros, after which 
double the amount is due. Pro customers 
receive twice the storage space at exactly 
double the price. At Ionos, the data is al-
ways stored in a data center in Germany, 
which should be an important advantage 
for many customers with sensitive data. 
In terms of security, however, this provider 

is also way ahead in other respects, achie-
ving a smooth „very good“ with 94 points 
and second place overall. The data transfer 
to and from the servers is SSL256-bit enc-
rypted, and the servers then store the data 
in AES128 encrypted form. Ionos provides 
apps and programs for all major operating 
systems and also supports 2-factor authen-
tication for more secure account login. In 
general, Ionos HiDrive is intended more for 
smaller companies with up to five emplo-
yees or lone wolves, as the tariff selection 
shows. In terms of price, Ionos is in the 
upper range; especially when the compara-
tively inexpensive trial year is over. In con-
trast to other providers there is also no free 
offer for HiDrive to try out.         

Microsoft 365 Business Basic

Like the Google G Suite, Microsoft 365 Busi-
ness Basic more than just Nasty cloud sto-
rage for exchange of files. Instead, it con-
tains Tariff the web versions of Outlook, 
Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Teams and One-
Note, a TByte cloud storage, email hosting 
and much more for the price of 4,20 Euro

per user and month. At present it the pa-
ckage even for half a year free of charge.
Who instead of the web versions of the 
Office-Software rather the desktop versions
which is otherwise almost same conditions 
with monthly 10.20 Euro per user. As alrea-
dy with the G Suite, is also available with 
this offer the teamwork in the foreground. 
Who runs an individual office, who is 
equipped with ...better off with other offers. 
At in our comparison test Microsoft drives 
with this offer very narrowly the test victory
one. Microsoft has real weaknesses not, and 
in the end a dot the decisive factor compa-
red to HiDrive of Ionos. 
According to Microsoft for Microsoft 365 
services in the region stored, in which the 
customer can make his first transaction 
has been completed. So who would be Mi-
crosoft 365 Subscription from Germany 
from, he can use it to ensure that his data is 
stored in a data center.

Telekom MagentaCloud XL

Like Ionos and Microsoft in the case of Busi-
ness Basic, Telekom also stores the data of 
its cloud customers in German data cen-
ters. The XL cloud for business customers 
only differs from private offerings in terms 
of storage capacity: For EUR 9.95 per month, 
Deutsche Telekom offers one Tbyte of ca-
pacity, and for EUR 39.95 a full five Tbytes. 
The MagentaCloud is very easy to use and 
is similar to what you know from Dropbox 
or Ionos. Apps for all stationary and mobi-
le operating systems are available, which 
makes it possible to access the data with 
almost any end device. What might be ma-
nageable in the private sector could be a 
real killer in the business sector: Telekom 
is the only provider to completely dispense 
with 2-factor authentication. Although Te-

lekom has been announcing this for some 
time, customers are still waiting for it to be 
implemented. So if, for example, you want 
to store sensitive customer data on the Ma-
gentaCloud, you have no way of securing 
access, for example by using an authenti-
cation app.

Conclusion

In the end, it was a very close race for the 
overall victory, which Microsoft was able 
to achieve with its Microsoft 365 Business 
Basic. However, this offer is usually only 
worthwhile for larger companies with seve-
ral users working together on projects. On 

the other hand, if you are only looking for 
secure storage space and value Germany as 
a business location, Ionos‘ offer is a good 
choice. ■


